SHEETS ISSUED:

ARCHITECTURAL
AD105 DEMO PLAN
AD106.1 DEMO PLAN
A. All existing plumbing fixtures may not be shown in this drawing.
B. Items shown dashed are to be removed, including cabinetwork and plumbing fixtures.
C. Remove and deliver to owner all equipment, fixtures, or accessories identified by the owner to be salvaged.
D. Coordinate slab demolition and restoration with new plumbing work.
E. Deliver salvageable items to the owner as directed.
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DEMOLITION GENERAL NOTES
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NOTES TO SHEET

231 Existing expansion joint

239 Remove and store solar panel for owner's decision to surplus or let contractor dispose, patch and repair roof deck

240 Demo existing curbs, patch and repair roof deck

241 Demo and relocate roof drains, re: plumbing

242 Demo roof hatch and curb to garage deck and prep to infill with structure, stair below to remain, re: structure

243 Saw cut for new stairwell to level 5 below, re: structure

244 Exist existing expansion joint to remain

279 Remove and relocate exhaust fan to roof of vertical expansion, re: structure

282 Remove and relocate exhaust fan to new roof level at stairwell, re: mechanical

283 Saw cut and demo slab and columns below for new ramp, re: structural

285 Demo CMU wall from garage roof deck
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